Paint Your Playground
A reference guide for volunteer-based playground surface painting projects

by Morgan Bricca
Morgan Mural Studios
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Materials List
•

Paint
Sherwin Williams makes a waterborne traffic marking paint called Pro-Park.
You can find product details, MSDS and data sheets on the product on the
Sherwin Williams website. The paint comes in red, yellow, blue, white and
black. I mix the colors together to create additional colors. Formulas for the
colors I created are in the Project preparation section.

•

Brushes
I used a combination of 3” and 4” chip brushes as well as ½” – 1 ½” artists
brushes (mid-grade is fine). The total number of brushes I had was about
double the total number of volunteers I expected at any one time. So, if you
plan to have two shifts of 6 volunteers, I recommend at least a dozen brushes.

•

Individual Paint Containers
The volunteers brought recycled plastic containers from their homes, quart
and individual sized yogurt and sour cream containers and the like for
pouring smaller quantities of paint to work with. You will need about 4x the
number of containers as volunteers.

•

Box lids or shallow boxes
It works well for each volunteer to have all of their paints, brushes, water,
damp and dry cloths in their own “tray” with sides high enough paint won’t
get kicked over by another volunteer. They can also slide the tray along with
them as they paint. My favorite is the sturdy cardboard boxes they pack fruit
in from Costco.

•

(2) Plastic 2-gallon containers and (2) one-gallon containers

•

Standard painting supplies: Bag of rags, box of latex gloves. Stir sticks,
church key, painting tarp, tape

•

Spray bottle full of water. (More spray bottles will be helpful if it is a hot day.)

•

Caution tape to put across playground entrances
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Preparing for the Project
Preparing the design
Ideally, work with a professional designer on this, or a volunteer parent that works
in the arts and design field. When creating a schoolyard design, the best ideas come
from teachers and organizers but it is important to have someone with a vision who
can synthesize the best ideas into one cohesive plan that is balanced, engaging and
aesthetically pleasing. This is the one part of the project you want to pay someone to
do, if that is in the budget. Here are the details of how I create a blacktop design.
1. Start with a diagram on paper or design software of the existing blacktop.
Google maps can provide aerial photos for accurate proportions, or you can
take ground measurements but it is helpful to first create a line drawing of
the playground layout.
Create a list of elements you want to include in your new play yard. Pinterest
is a great source of ideas (use keywords such as “playground art”). You can
create a world map, interactive games, learning elements, etc.
For example, with Springer, some of our wish list included Twister, a
checkerboard, a buddy bench, bean bag toss, sundial, tic-tac-toe, long jump,
color words, letters and numbers. We also considered putting flames,
checkered flags and making a “pit stop” around the track. The ideas were
vetted by prioritizing what was most engaging for that age group. I wasn’t
sure in kindergarteners would actually play checkers or twisters during
recess, and it required additional “stuff” to engage with those games. It turns
out the recess staff always struggles with the pushbikes going to fast around
the circle, so the flames and racetrack theme was nixed. The idea of a
learning labyrinth emerged, and was merged with the idea that in
kindergarten their learning edge is lower case letters and counting by 5. We
chose what to integrate based on what was the best fit for that age and what
would delight them most. Feel free to use the photos of the two pavement
projects included in this document as inspiration for your project.
2. Incorporate the basic established art rules including balance (content
should be distributed not symmetrically but overall feel even, not too
crowded or too sparse), odd number groupings (groups of 3 or 5 flowers
feels more balanced than 2 or 4) and color (yellow will “pop” nicely against
blue, red will pop out most against green, etc.) into your design.
3. Make sure the design is cohesive. Bubb School was a huge area, so we
created a colorful rainbow trail theme. The roots of the tree we painted at
the front of the school became rainbow threads that wove together into one
www.morganmurals.com
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and then that one rainbow path ran through the pavement and wall art
stations around the whole play yard. At Springer, we kept all the artwork
within the “Wheelies Circle” to keep all the elements together in a game
board style.
4. Share the design with teachers and other parents for feedback. Having a
single person in charge of design helps because you don’t want a “kitchen
sink” mural that is visually overwhelming, but having different eyes on a
design fosters new ideas and can pick out the problems in the plan.
5. Test the design. Draw your design out in chalk and make sure it works
spatially at least a week before. This is another great point to invite feedback,
make sure the design “feels” right to both kids and adults.
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Organizing the Volunteers
At least two weeks prior to the event recruit volunteers for the event. The
afternoons are hotter and drier which is not as good for painting outdoors. Also, it is
hard to know how far along the project will be in the afternoon. For these two
reasons, I recommend scheduling twice as many volunteers in the morning as the
afternoon, and getting an early start, right at 8 am.
I don’t allow kids under 16 to participate. Many parents tell me their sixth graders
are better artists than they are. This may be true, but there are some downsides to
including kids, including:
•
•
•

•

If you make it a family event, the number of kids quickly outnumber the adults
which invites a less methodical approach with widely varying results
Young people are more likely to make a spatial miscalculation or oversight
and spill paint or kick over someone else’s paint
The are distracting to the attention of the parent workers. For example, a
younger participant might be done after only an hour of painting, and be
ready to go so you lose the parent volunteers who were otherwise enjoying
themselves and might have stayed four hours.
In general, adults are better at understanding the “whys” and “hows” in the
details of instructions.

Yes, painting is fun, but keep it an adults-only activity. Based on my experience, you
want fully focused adults creating the artwork for optimal outcomes.
Remind volunteers to bring sun hat, to wear clothes that can get paint on them, and
bring kneepads or a gardening cushion if working on the ground is hard on their
knees.
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Preparing for the Volunteer Day
Arrange to have the blacktop power washed two days before the project start date.
So, if the project is scheduled for a Saturday, have the blacktop cleaned on a
Thursday.
Take care of your volunteers with this “Day of” Checklist:
o
o
o
o
o

Boom box /speakers for music
Food/ coffee
Sunblock
Water
Bathroom access

I recommend writing up the basic directions ahead of time instead of waiting to
train everyone at once because volunteers will show up at different times
throughout the day. Also, the very first part of the morning is the best for painting so
you don’t want to delay the start. Finally, show volunteers you value their time by
not having them wait around waiting for instructions. With a basic set of written
instructions, and a box of supplies pre-packed for them, you need only take a minute
to explain their specific task.
Sample guidelines you might post:
Painting Guidelines for Volunteers
1. Don’t let stuff dry out. All brushes not actively in use need to be submerged
in water. All paint containers not actively in use need to be covered with a lid
or damp cloth.
2. Try not to drip the paint. Dip your brush in just a bit every stroke instead of
overloading the brush.
3. We are preserving the gray of the asphalt in the design. Leave a gap of
about ½- 1 inch between all colors/elements. This is for traction and also
will make the artwork look “cleaner”.
4. If you are unsure / unclear on your task, please ask for clarification!
5. Enjoy yourself. This project is about bringing joy and play to the kinder
yard. It starts today!
Thank you so much for coming to help out with this project. You are wonderful!
www.morganmurals.com
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The “Day Before” Schedule
Gather Supplies
On the Friday morning before a Saturday event, pick up the paint and all the
supplies you will need. Buy one gallon extra in each color, you can always return
them unused. For the blacktop at Springer School I used:
•
•
•
•

3 Gallons White
2 Gallons Yellow
1 Gallon Red
1 Gallon Blue

If your project scope is smaller or larger, you will need to adjust the quantities and
estimated volunteer hours.)

Mix the paints
By midmorning, you should be ready to mix the paints. Put down a tarp, have
brushes to wipe the can edges and stir sticks handy. I soften the standard redyellow-blue from the strong primary color state they are pre-tinted. Below I have
used pie graphs to show the approximate ratios to mix together the 6 colors (not
including white) I used at both Bubb and Springer Elementary Schools. The
quantities above were just right for our Springer project. Bubb was a larger area and
required 2-3x the amount of paint.
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Color-Mixing Guide
Here is a suggested color-mixing guide using the Sherwin William basic colors of
Red (R), Yellow (Y), Blue (B) and White (w) to make a softer and broader color
palette.

As you can see, I include white in every color, but the pigment is weaker than the
other colors so you need more than you might think.
On the Springer project, I started out by mixing green and blue colors into the two 2gallon buckets because I knew I would need the most of those two colors. I made
about 1.5 gallons of green and a 1.5 gallons of blue. Next, I mixed the other colors in
the gallon containers they came in, adding in the color to the (now) partially full
www.morganmurals.com
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gallons. Mixing colors an art, not a science. You want the colors to pop, so don’t mix
in so much white so the color goes all the way to pastel.

Create a “Master Set”
Once you have all the colors mixed in gallons, pour a “master set” in pint sized
individual containers for the next step, painting the design on the ground. It will
look something like this

Paint the Design
By midday you should begin sketching the design onto the ground in the pavement
paint. Depending on the size of the project, estimate 4-6 hours of sketching using
your new pavement paint “master set” of colors. In order to make it as easy as
possible for the volunteers, I paint each element in the color it will be painted in. It
doesn’t need to be thick lines, just easy drawing lines volunteers can see and know
where to “color in”. I also paint few elements to completion so they can see when
www.morganmurals.com
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they arrive a sample of what a finished item looks like. Painting the examples will
also allow you a steep learning curve on working with these paints. They are thick
and dry quickly. Any paint without a lid on quickly develops a “skin”, so should stay
covered with a lid, damp cloth, or light mist from a spray bottle.

The Painting Day
Prepare Early
Arrive at least an hour early to set up the site. Keep all supplies up on a table for
easy accessibility. Cover the table in a painting tarp. Set out the brushes, gallons,
gloves, cloths, etc. so that everything is seen so people can help themselves to the
supplies they need. Post the instructions. Prepare a shallow box for each volunteer
with a large and small brush, a container of water, a dry cloth, a damp cloth, a spray
bottle if it is a hot day, and when they know what area they are working on, a couple
small containers of paint will also go in their box and travel with them all day. Put
on music. Make sure there is coffee ready. Make a plan of what you will assign the
first five volunteers so you can put them to work right away.

Explanation of Technique
The third item of the painting guidelines gets the most questions, and I will explain
this item now. In order to help the design “pop” to the eye, which gives it a happier,
more illustrative effect, I use the black asphalt as a color, and preserve a gap
between painted elements where the asphalt can show through. A secondary benefit
would be improved traction. But primarily it will help the design look less “messy”
and more “crisp”. This needs to be explained to each volunteer individually as you
show them their task, and you will also need to demonstrate how to create a crisp
edge on the elements.
The way you create a crisp edge is that when you dip the paintbrush in paint, you
only scrape the paint from the bottom of the brush off on the side of the container,
but you leave the paint piled up on the top of the brush, almost like a spoonful of
yogurt. Laying down a thick edge of paint with a full brush slowly, carefully, is how
you get a sharp edge. The rest of the element can be filled it with dry brush, or a
large brush, or even multiple colors. But each element has an edge and it will look
best if the edge is crisp. Here are examples of this:
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Each mushroom has a crisp “edge” and the black from the pavement around it is left
unpainted so the red and green pop even more.

Each lily pad leaf and flower has a crisp edge, even though the inside of each is a blur
of colors.
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If you show each volunteer this concept while you are explaining to them how to
paint their element, the work will have a consistent look overall, since everyone is
going for the same “look”.

Dry Brush vs. Wet
At both Bubb and Springer, there are elements that are painted with a dry brush and
elements painted with thick paint (a “wet” brush). Painting thick takes longer and
the elements pop out more. Painting with a dry brush can create a more natural look
because you are allowing the black to add depth to the element and there are less
drips. In the Springer project, the blue pond was painted thickly and the grass was
painted with a dry brush. I like the two juxtaposed, one is more textural and the blue
feels more liquid.

Here is an example of what I just described: The rainbow was painted in very solid
colors with a lot of paint (very wet brush). The bee’s body was painted solid but the
wings are painted lightly with a cry brush. There are also dry brush highlights
painted over the body for depth.
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Keep an eye on progress
As people arrive or finish their task, continue to assign them to tasks. The primary
organizer should not be painting, but be a roving assistant to answer questions,
fetch supplies for the painters, assign new tasks as the painters finish, keep an eye
on how the art is evolving as a whole, provide additional direction and
encouragement as needed, apply praise liberally, take action photos, make sure the
music is good and make jokes whenever possible. It is an obvious truth that if you
make it fun for the volunteers they will stay longer to help.
Make sure you break for lunch! 11:30 / Early is good. It is hard work. Regroup to
share feedback and tips with each other, hydrate, refresh the paint, water, brushes
and strategy.
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Wrapping Up
•

Refresh your “master set” of colors for touch ups later if needed. For both
Springer and Bubb projects I went back the next day to touch up any areas
that were not crisp and also to add highlights in light yellow or white so that
certain elements would have more “pop”.

•

The pavement paint is thick, settles heavy in the bottom of the container and
dries fast, so the easiest cleanup is just to throw away all used containers.
Clean the brushes in a utility sink. Store unused paint in a shed onsite so they
can match the colors if they need touch up paint.

•

Send out “thank you” e-mails to volunteers with photos of the day.

•

Let me know how your project went! Send a not a photos to me at
morgan@morganmurals.com. Let me know if you found this document
helpful and if you came upon any improvements I might be able to add to this
document.

Special Thanks
To Christy Flahavan, Springer Elementary School parent, who was the primary
cheerleader, fundraiser, organizer and visionary for the Springer playground
project.
Also, thank you to Annette Inacker who organized the Bubb pavement-painting
project and over 100 volunteers for the “Beautiful Day” makeover at Bubb
Elementary School.
Finally, special thanks to Samantha Johnsen who first came to me with the idea of
painting a playground and was my indispensable creative partner on the Bubb
project.
These women are my heroes.
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Appendix I: Additional photos from Springer Playground
Pavement Painting Project
Aerial View

Before and After
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Appendix II: Photo Album from Bubb Playground Pavement
Painting Project
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